
Give your franchise 
business a firm 

foundation
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Is franchising right for you?

in revenue annually

Around

97%
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We’re here to help you
Some other reasons to bank with us include:
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Banking how and when it suits you

franchise

Choose a sector that 
you’re interested in

 

Do your homework Speak to as many operating 
franchisees as you can

 

Does the franchise 
run a tight ship?

Make sure you’re aware of 
any restrictions

Why have former 
franchisees failed?

Don’t forget to read the 
small print



Reasons to become
a franchisee

Proven business format
In most cases you’re buying into a proven business 
model. You’ll be using the franchisor’s good name, 
know-how and tried and tested products or services, 
which will help increase your business success.

Everything’s already in place
Systems, procedures and guidance on all aspects of 
running the business.

You’ll get training and ongoing support
Expertise, advice, tips and personal experience. It’s all 
readily available to help you overcome whatever life 
throws at you and get your business growing from the 
word go.

It’s already an established brand
Recognised locally and maybe even internationally, 
you’ll inherit a loyal customer base before you’ve even 
started.

There’s a huge range of sectors to  
choose from
They’re diverse and open to everyone.

Easier access to funding to help get 
you started
Bankers usually look at successful franchise operations 
as having lower risk and are more likely to loan you 
money.
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What type of franchise can 
you afford?

As a very rough rule of thumb, 
add up your savings and multiply 
them by three.

So, if you’ve got £20,000 
sitting in the bank, you 

 
a franchise with start-up 
costs of around £60,000.
You may need some security to back 
you up, such as a property you own.
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Important information


